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With the shift in the construction industry from AutoCAD to BIM, there has 
been an increasing demand from all around the globe for BIM services, which 
mostly consist of BIM drafting, BIM modeling, clash detection, BIM 
coordination and other pre-construction designing services. Bimlabs Studio 
offers customized BIM drafting services that suit the particular needs and 
demand of the clients. Construction managers, MEP engineers, structural 
engineers, architects, contractors, subcontractors, owners, facility managers 
and project managers approach us for efficient BIM drafting services. We 
provide cost-effective BIM services that help make our clients' costs more 
competitive.

BIMLABS Studio provides BIM consulting/Modeling services which undertake 
detailed strategic BIM implementations aimed at property owners and facility 
operators to reveal the opportunity of BIM and to make a business case for 
improved lifecycle management and operations. 

The success of our projects is built on providing a great service and applying 
our knowledge of the latest research and innovation. We seek to add value by 
going beyond the brief and really understanding the nature of our client’s 
business. Through the establishment of a structured project framework BIM 
Studio will provide an outcome of the highest quality for any organization 
seeking to implement a digital evolution in their business.
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Scan to see our Portfolio

Point Cloud to BIM Modelling 
services

Revit Content development 
services

HVAC BIM modelling 

Electrical, power and Lighting
Systems Modelling 

Plumbing System BIM Modelling 

Fire fighting and Safety 
BIM Modelling

MEPF BIM services

Vertical transportation systems 
BIM Modelling

Architectural BIM services

RCC structure BIM Modelling 
and Documentation 

Steel structure BIM Modelling 
and Documentation

Structural BIM Services

BIM Implementation Services

Interior Design BIM Modelling 
and documentation

3D modelling and Renderings 

Virtual Reality walkthrough 
development Services

CAD to BIM Modelling Services

Our
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Let’s start a new project.
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BIMLABS Studio Pvt Ltd
SBC, Module No.5, Ground Floor, Kabani Building, Phase 4, 
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